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Book Descriptions:

bravo 17 autoclave manual

All other trademarks referred to in this manual are the 701 technology Drive property of their
respective owners. Canonsburg, pA 15317. SciCan shall not be liable for incidental, special or
consequential damages caused by any maintenance or services performed on the Bravo by a third
party, or for the use of equipment or parts manufactured by a third party, including lost profi ts, any
commercial loss, economic loss, or loss arising from personal injury. WARNING THE USE OF
WATER OF INADEqUATE qUALITY CAN SEvERELY DAMAGE THE DEvICE.PRoDUCt In the case of
manual handling, the product must be lifted by two persons using the handles cut in the side of the
box. WAtER Manual filling top side Operate as follows with the machine on referring to the figure
Remove the rubber cap. NOTE only high quality distilled water or the speCifiCations of the water
supply a t ppendix eChniCal. For example, the devices performance may be adapted on the basis of
the type of activity, the type of material to be INtRoDUCtIoN sterilized or its frequency of
use.Selecting EXtERNAL DRAIN enables the MAX level sensor located in the external tank and in
the internal tank. NOTE he end of the sterilization program remember to lubriCate the internal
handle meChanisms using the speCial sterile oil y taking these preCautions the instru ments useful
life will not be reduCed in any way. In addition, SciCan moNItoRING recommends the use of
biological monitors such as the EztEStStEAM indicator or the 3M Attest system for routine
monitoring of the sterilizer. SELECTION Since objects for sterilization can vary in shape,
consistency and properties, it is important to identify the most suitable program for it.Reinsert the
uSB key in its port. STERILIZED MATERIALS Inadequate storage can cause rapid
recontamination.http://xn--e1ambjjl.xn--p1ai/userfiles/file/craftsman-laser-level-48250-manual.xml
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INtRoDUCtIoN this leads to problems regardless of what you do since you will either be using
recontaminated material most of the time unconsciously, placing the user and patient at risk, or you
will have to run the sterilization cycle again, with an inevitable waste of time and resources. At the
end of the program, remove the test device, open the capsule and remove the indicator from its
housing. If the steam has correctly penetrated, the ink will have completely changed color from what
it was before, along the entire length of the strip;. NOTE any CyCle start f a password has been set
with the option. For better quality maintenance, supplement ordinary checks with regular periodic
examinations INTRODUCTION by a qualified technical service department see Appendix G.
WHENEvER IT IS NOT POSSIBLE, PUT IN OFF THE ExTERNAL BREAKER OF THE EqUIPMENT
POWER SUPPLY LINE. Arrange an empty container on the floor near the sterilizer and insert the
free end of the tube. Insert the other end of tube in the quickcoupling marked “Service”. Loosen the
fitting 2 and the filter 3. Remove the filter from the support and put it under running water to
thoroughly clean. It is therefore necessary to contact technical Service to perform this maintenance.
Empty the tank and fill it with high quality distilled water. SyStEm NOTE larms that intervene
outside of a program do not produCe a printed report the system is RESET in two alternative ways,
depending on the alarm that occurred see the Alarm Code List further below in this appendix 1.
Excessive humidity in the sterilization chamber. Carefully dry the inside of the sterilization chamber
and start the program again.Carefully clean the gasket with a clean cotton cloth E 901 Air leaking
through the gasket dampened with water. Steam generator temperature sensor A 102 pt2
broken.Chamber wall temperature sensor pt4 A 104 broken. Incorrect connection of the
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temperature sensor sterilization chamber to the
connector.http://alituncer.com/userfiles/craftsman-kohler-pro-22-hp-v-twin-manual.xml

Contact the Technical Support Department see Appendix G.Intervention of the steam generator A
251 safety thermostat. See A200 heating element safety thermostat intervened. If the problem
persists contact the Technical Support Department see Appendix G. Steam leaking through the
gasket. Carefully clean the gasket with a clean cotton cloth dampened with water. Start the program
again. If the gasket still leaks, replace the gasket.Check the quantity of material in the sterilization
chamber and make sure Excessive load. See A200 heating element safety thermostat A 258 If the
problem persists contact the Technical Support Department see intervened. Appendix G. heating or
steam generator heating element malfunction.In this regard, please refer to the following address
SciCan Ltd. BRAVO is true to the STAT IM reputation for speed, providing rapid cycles for all types
of instrument loads.It includes a range of products that are simple easytouse and help to ensure your
patients are being kept safe with every cycle.A patented energy saving design with unique
distillation technology kills harmful bacteria and viruses by vaporizing water and then reconstituting
it through condensation. The result is water that’s 99% free of most contaminants.The DrainHub
multiport drain adapter provides drain connections for sterilizers, instrument washers, water
purification systems and more. BRAVO is true to the STAT IM reputation for speed, providing rapid
cycles for all types of instrument loads. BRAVO is a class B fractionated vacuum sterilizer that
incorporates both presterilization vacuum to improve steam penetration and post sterilization
vacuum to improve drying.It includes a range of products that are simple, easytouse, and help to
ensure your patients are being kept safe with every cycle.A patented energy saving design with
unique distillation technology kills harmful bacteria and viruses by vaporizing water and then
reconstituting it through condensation.

BRAVO is a class B fractionated vacuum sterilizer that incorporates both presterilization vacuum to
improve steam penetration and post sterilization vacuum to improve drying. BRAVO offers the
perfect blend of speed and capacity; total cycle times, including drying, are completed in about half
the time of other chamber autoclaves. BRAVO 17V and 21V are two of the fastest chamber
autoclaves on the market, sterilizing and drying instruments in as little as 2428 minutes. Intelligent
drying cycle options detect when moisture is removed from instruments and packaging, tailoring the
drying time to each load. DriTec technology heats the chamber while a vacuum removes and
evaporates any remaining moisture on the instruments. The single use water system ensures fresh
water is used with every load. Front, top and rear mounted water and filling ports make the Bravo
ideal for every Stericenter setup. Utilizing an easily accessible USB port, the Bravo allows cycle data
to be stored digitally, making record keeping simple and efficient. Contact us for parts not listed.
BRAVO incorporates both prevac to remove air and postvac to help drying cycles to ensure perfect
steam penetration for any load. BRAVO is true to the STATIM reputation for speed, providing rapid
cycles for all types of instrument loads.BRAVO offers a perfect blend of speed and chamber capacity
coupled with our drying technology to ensure your daily output of reprocessed instruments can not
be rivaled. Versatility The BRAVO offers numerous sterilization cycles with a wide array of
parameters. This allows the user to choose the appropriate cycle for the load, be it wrapped or
unwrapped. Ease of use The BRAVO can be initiated by a single button. Once the BRAVO has been
properly loaded, the user can choose from one of four preset cycles as defined by the user. Data
storage For any future guidelines, the BRAVO 21V 220V saves all the data from each cycle.

http://fscl.ru/content/4-port-kvm-switch-manual

The integrated front USB port allows cycle data to be stored digitally, making record keeping simple
and efficient. The BRAVO 21V includes a top filling port, providing users with a third water filling
option. This is in addition to the conveniently located front filling port and the rear automatic fill
port. Automatic Filling option BRAVO units can fill themselves from a 10 litre remote bottle placed
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up to 6 feet away Direct to drain option Lastly, a rear mounted, directtodrain port facilitates
automatic drainage eliminating the need to manually drain the reservoir. I am the manager and main
piercer at our studio so my day can be very hectic trying to juggle both positions at the same time.
With our Statim I can cut out the time it would take to prepackage and process all tools and jewelry.
Not to mention the amount of waste that is accumulated in gloves and packaging by undertaking
such an arduous and time consuming task. There are no expired packs that need to be reprocessed,
and jewelry stock takes up a lot less space. While the six minute cycle is running I have time to
discuss any concerns my clients may have as well as give them detailed aftercare instructions. The
best part is the ability to transport the entire procedure setup to the piercing room in a sealed
cassette that opens, once again, in front of the client. I love — honestly love — my Statim and am
currently considering getting a Statim tattooed on my body! Apart from work as a dealer for
infection control products, he is an educator who has presented many seminars and workshops at
conferences in North and South America and Europe. He is a frequent APP contributor ever since
the first conference, an active business member since 1996, former editor of The Point Journal,
completed three terms as a Board member as Treasurer, International Liaison, President, and
Medical director. He commenced his fifth term as CIO in 2020.

http://fradiomas.com/images/8920b-service-manual.pdf

Brian celebrates over 25 years of sharing his body art expertise with his clients, colleagues and
friends. He specializes in body piercing, safety standards, STATIM autoclaves and HYDRIM
automated instrument washers, and is an authorized dealer for the SciCan family of products. He
offers expert consultation and training for streamlined workflow for Body Art Professionals. As a
long time member of ASTM International and the APP, he develops, interprets and publishes
evidence based standards for continual improvement in the field of Body Arts. The BRAVO
fractionated vacuum chamber autoclave continues the SciCan tradition of being at the forefront of
innovation and technology. BRAVO is true to the true STATIM reputation for speed, providing rapid
cycles for all types of instrument loads.This allows the user to choose the appropriate cycle for the
load, be it wrapped or unwrapped. Once the BRAVO has been properly loaded, the user can choose
from one of four preset cycles as defined by the user. Data Logger is sold seperately. Sold Seperately
Technical Specifications All other currencies are for display purposes only. Exchange rates may
vary. Displayed cost does not include customs fees. Please help! Some of the LED bulbs glow dimly.
What should I do The pressure inside will increase as the temperature increases.Further support
may be channeled through the distributor. As with many devices, it is suggested to have mainteance
and repair done by personnel trained specifically in such for the devices. There is quite a bit of
information in this manual one might wade through Page 28 lists error codes and error 2 listed
refers to door open during cycle. UK Customers Eschmann Equipment, Peter Road, Lancing, West
Sussex BN15 8TJ, England. Overseas Customers Contact your local distributor. In case of doubt
contact Eschmann Equipment.Answer questions, earn points and help others.

http://www.audaxdemolizioni.com/images/8920g-service-manual.pdf

Have a look at the listings below, where we walk you through the main differences between the
various models. You will probably want to begin by deciding three things Have a look through the
lists below. This should be a great resource in purchasing your next sterilizer or autoclave. Call us
today at 8008390722, or send us an inquiry. The closeddoor drying feature is especially popular, and
you have the option of a builtin printer for recording cycle data.New features inclue an easy to close
door, a front water loading port, simple controls, and three ways to access your cycle information.
Both models still have the HEPAfilted closeddoor drying and the 2year warranty through
Tuttnauer.Both have the same chamber dimensions, the same trays, the same cycle times. But with
the automatic EZ10K, you also have programmability, and more importantly, closeddoor drying. So
where with the 2540MK, you need to open the door yourself at the end of the cycle and let the last of
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the steam out and remove the instruments to dry.If you have instruments with concavities or lumens,
or tubing, or anything where it might be difficult for steam to reach normally... what you need is a
prevac system. For premium sterilization and the least possible stress on your instruments, the Elara
11 is your best bet. The manual version is a conventional sterilizer, whereas the automatic model is
programmable, has closeddoor drying, and can come with a builtin printer for recording cycle data.
This is one of our bestsellers for large offices or surgery suites, as well as for hospitals and
universities. You will instead want to check out the Tuttnauer 1730 up near the top of this list if you
are needing a simple, fast, smallchambered sterilizer for rapidly processing small batches of
instruments.This can be very handy, especially in a busy office, where you would prefer not to have
to keep an eye on when to vent your sterilizer. The M9 is also available with a printer for recording
cycle data.

Its primary competitor would be the Tuttnauer EZ10. The Ritter M11 does have an extra inch on the
EZ10 in chamber diameter, although the actual available tray area is not all that much different. It is
important to remember that in all of these systems, you do not really have the full chamber width
available to you. For one, the chambers are cylindrical, so on the M11, for instance, it is only 11
inches wide at its widest point. For another, all of these sterilizers have chamber racks inside, from
which you would suspend the trays included or your cassettes. This rack of course takes up some
space itself, and allows for the trays and cassettes to line up with some clearance from the side of
the chamber.Click On The Link Below For More Info! Now you can have the highres color touch
display and the newest innovation in cycle reporting which means no more printouts. Both G4
systems allow you to now simply transmit your cycle data to your computer, where you can store it,
print it, back it up, save it in the Cloud, whatever fits your needs best. No other system on the
market is capable of the prevaccum cycle outside of costprohibitive industrialclass systems requiring
massive buildouts and massive price tags, and because of this, no other system on the market is
rated to handle lumened instruments with concavities and tubing.Check out the new StatIM G4
models above! The Statim 5000 is also capable of supporting a builtin printer optional. All of the
Statim sterilizers are extremely gentle on your most expensive instruments, extremely fast so you
can get through more cases each day, and boast the added benefit of being able to maintain your
instruments dry and sterile in a closed cassette until you are ready to use them. Check out the new
StatIM G4 models above! It comes in 120V or 220V, with or without a printer, and able to dispose of
its waste steam in a condensation bottle or direct to a drain. For hollow or delicate instruments,
choose the SciCan Bravo.

webmodeli.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16270e8980256a---
bowers-cm9-manual.pdf

Otherwise, we recommend the EZ9. The XL10 is definitely worth a look, and a very strong system. If
there were one reason to elect an EZ10 over it, it would be the warranty. With the XL10 you get one
year, on the EZ10 you get two years. You can click here to view the Tuttnauer 3870 instead. SciCan
chamber autoclaves Bravo 17V and 21V. Back to login Login here We also perform a complete
calibration to manufacturer specifications, spore test and complete flush of the system. It can be
used to sterilize both wrapped and unwrapped instruments quickly and efficiently. Its speed
provides rapid cycles for all types of instrument loads. This vacuum sterilizer is ideal for dental
clinics, laboratories, surgical centers, and any other settings requiring rapid, reliable, and efficient
daily sterilization. Once the BRAVO has been properly loaded, the user can choose from one of four
preset cycles as defined by the user. Fresh water reduces the build up of oils and debris. This allows
the user to choose the appropriate cycle for the load, either wrapped or unwrapped. MFI continues
to be a preferred trusted vendor to a range of hospitals, physicians, government entities,
universities, individual patients, and all manner of customers. Our team is constantly expanding to
bring our customers better service and more products to fit a range of needs. In addition to medical
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retail sales, MFI offers services including equipment calibration, repair, recycling, and more. We
work closely with major manufacturers and partner with group purchasers to pass the savings on to
our customers. For eligibility, please contact our office at 18006331558. With MFI Medical’s Online
Returns Center, returning something is easier than ever. Simply fill out a request through the online
portal and ship the items back free of charge to you. Our team of account managers is ready to help
you find the right item at the absolute best price available.

To find your account manager, visit our Account Managers page and click on your state. The
customer is responsible for unpacking and disposing of packing material. Contact us for more
information. Please select the Freight or White Glove Delivery option during checkout. Our
specialists will contact you via phone or email with the additional delivery cost prior to processing
your order. Contact us to receive exact shipping costs prior to placing your order. If you find another
online store that offers a lower price than us let us know. We want you to be confident that you have
found the absolute best price for the product you are purchasing. We will contact you if you are
looking to make a new purchase and try to beat the lower price. For more information you may read
our policy page. To request tax exempt status be sure to have the following necessary information
Estimates apply to standard shipping options, not expedited shipping options. For more information,
please visit our shipping policy page or contact our office to speak with a member of our
team.Warranties will vary by product, condition Factory New, Factory Refurbished, and Certified
Refurbished and by manufacturer. All warranty claims need be processed through the original
manufacturer. MFI is available to assist with any manufacturer warranty claims. All warranty claims
need be processed through the original manufacturer. MFI is available to assist with any
manufacturer warranty claims. Warranty claims should be submitted through our online service
ticket request.Please request service here. Gold VIP members receive 1 point for every dollar spent.
Platinum VIP members receive 2 points for every dollar spent. Diamond VIP members receive 3
points for every dollar spent. Please note that actual lead times will vary during this time. We will
continue to update the lead time for each product to show the most accurate estimates.

Contact us if you have any specific inquiries If you find another online store that offers a lower price
than us within 30 days of your purchase date, let us know and we will credit your account. Also, we
will credit your account if you find that our own website has a lower price for the same item within
30 days of your purchase date. We want you to be confident that you have found the absolute best
price for the product you are purchasing.We will process a credit on your account if you made the
purchase within 30 days. We will contact you if you are looking to make a new purchase and try to
beat the lower price.Apply for financing and pay for your purchase over time with low monthly
payments. The application is simple, certified, and secure. Best of all, MFI Medical is here to assist
every step of the way.If you find another online store that offers a lower price than us within 30 days
of your purchase date, let us know and we will credit your account. We will contact you if you are
looking to make a new purchase and try to beat the lower price.We work closely with major
manufacturers and partner with group purchasers to pass the savings on to our members. You can
find special member pricing below the product price when you are logged in.Warranties will vary by
product, condition Factory New, Factory Refurbished, and Certified Refurbished and by
manufacturer. All warranty claims need be processed through the original manufacturer. MFI is
available to assist with any manufacturer warranty claims. Warranty claims should be submitted
through our online service ticket request.Please request service here. To start viewing messages,Use
StatDri Plus to protect the interior of your STATIM cassette and to shorten your drying time. Use
StatDri Plus as a rinse aid in your HYDRIM instrument washer for spotless instruments and faster
drying. Get STATDRI PlusAll rights reserved.

BRAVO is true to the STATIM reputation for speed, providing rapid cycles for all types of instrument
loads. BRAVO offers a perfect blend of speed and chamber capacity coupled with our drying



technology to ensure your daily output of reprocessed instruments can not be rivaled. This allows
the user to choose the appropriate cycle for the load, be it wrapped or unwrapped. Once the BRAVO
has been properly loaded, the user can choose from one of four preset cycles as defined by the user.
The integrated front USB port allows cycle data to be stored digitally, making record keeping simple
and efficient. The same feature is available as an external accessory for model BRAVO17V 120V. The
BRAVO 21V includes a top filling port, providing users with a third water filling option. This is in
addition to the conveniently located front filling port and the rear automatic fill port.. BRAVO is true
to the STAT IM reputation for speed, providing rapid cycles for all types of instrument loads. BRAVO
offers a perfect blend of speed and chamber capacity coupled with our drying technology to ensure
your daily output of reprocessed instruments can not be rivaled. This allows the user to choose the
appropriate cycle for the load, be it wrapped or unwrapped. Once the BRAVO has been properly
loaded, the user can choose from one of four preset cycles as defined by the user. The integrated
front USB port allows cycle data to be stored digitally, making record keeping simple and efficient.
The same feature is available as an external accessory for model BRAVO17V 120V The BRAVO 21V
includes a top filling port, providing users with a third water filling option. This is in addition to the
conveniently located front filling port and the rear automatic fill port. A 12foot length of clear
polyurethane tubing is already attached to the AutoFill manifold.

If the desired distance between the connection to the VistaPure and the autoclave is greater than 12
feet, simply order a longer length of the clear polyurethane tubing, as the distance from the
VistaPure to the autoclave is not limited, except by the feed tubing. The VistaPure AutoFill for
BRAVO device S3030 can be installed on any new or older model BRAVO autoclave. Please Call for
Price and Availability 866 6977744. It’s a critical part of providing care, but other than a possible
mention while showing the stericenter during the practice tour, patients have no direct interaction
with the autoclave. However, every metal instrument used during treatment is likely to make
frequent visits for sterilization. Having sterile instruments ready when needed is imperative, so for
large or busy practices, here’s a look at some of the steam autoclaves with large chamber capacities.
The Bravo is a fractionated vacuum sterilizer that incorporates both prevac to remove air and
postvac to help drying cycles to ensure perfect. The Elara 11 is designed for sterilization of wrapped,
porous and hollow loads. The chamber volume is large, external dimensions are small, making it.
Tuttnauer manual autoclaves set the standard for steam Sterilization. The Tuttnauer manual
autoclave is designed to compliment any healthcare and. View cart now. This allows the user to
choose the appropriate cycle for the load, be it solid instruments, delicate hollow instruments
handpieces, Phaco, etc. or textiles. The SciCan DriTecV drying system provides a perfectly dry load
every time. In addition, Bravos large capacity allows the office to quickly process three wrapped
fullsize cassettes or up to fifteen pouches. When the unit is loaded and a cycle is selected, a double
locking door mechanism ensures the door is fully closed for complete safety from beginning to end.

During a cycle the unit parameters and water levels are constantly monitored and displayed on the
large bright LCD for immediate notification of any errors, visually and audibly. For cycle
documentation, as required in some regions, Bravo offers an optional internal printer or external
data logger. The unit has been designed for the option to pull clean distilled water from a container
as far as nine feet away and then push the used water directly to the drain, freeing up valuable time
for your staff. This allows SciCan to offer a single base unit for customers in over 90 countries. The
Bravo offers the perfect blend of speed and capacity with our total cycle times, including drying, set
at about half the time as other chamber autoclaves. The SciCan DriTecV system ensures a perfectly
dry load every time. The Bravo 21V continues to employ total cycle times, including drying, starting
at just 23 minutes. The Bravo 21V, 220V unit also has a top fill water option and a front mounted
USB port to log sterilization cycles. It features a fast cycle to dry while using fresh steam distilled
water for each cycle. The Bravo 21V, 220V unit also has a top fill water option and a front mounted
USB port to log sterilization cycles. All rights reserved. BRAVO is a class B fractionated vacuum



sterilizer that incorporates both presterilization vacuum to improve steam penetration and post
sterilization vacuum to improve drying. Intelligent drying cycle options detect when moisture is
removed from instruments and packaging, tailoring the drying time to each load. DriTec technology
heats the chamber while a vacuum removes and evaporates any remaining moisture on the
instruments. BRAVO offers the perfect blend of speed and capacity; total cycle times, including
drying, are completed in about half the time of other chamber autoclaves. BRAVO 17V and 21V are
two of the fastest chamber autoclaves on the market, sterilizing and drying instruments in as little as
2428 minutes.

BRAVO is true to the STAT IM reputation for speed, providing rapid cycles for all types of instrument
loads. BRAVO is a class B fractionated vacuum sterilizer that incorporates both presterilization
vacuum to improve steam penetration and post sterilization vacuum to improve drying. BRAVO’s
DriTec Vacuum heat drying gives fast and consistent loads every time Intelligent drying cycle
options detect when moisture is removed from instruments and packaging, tailoring the drying time
to each load. BRAVO 17V and 21V are two of the fastest chamber autoclaves on the market,
sterilizing and drying instruments in as little as 2428 minutes. As a result, STAT IM meets the
conditions for sterilization and drying in a fraction of the time required by a conventional autoclave.
Drying Technology The STAT IM 2000 and 5000 have each been designed to provide you with a
complete solution rapid sterilization balanced by rapid drying. TOUCH. A large 3.5” highresolution
touchscreen offers a vivid display of messages, current cycle information and customizable colours
all with extraordinary clarity. Fully adjustable contrast levels let you optimize the screen to the
lighting in your stericentre. CONNECT. Through your networked portal, you can view not only your
STATIM’s current operations in real time, you can also access cycle history, printing and validation
information, and also sterilization records. Capable of sending emails with cycle information errors
directly to your dealer, your STATIM G4 will let qualified technicians know when service is
imminent. PROTECT. Patient safety relies on attention to detail. The STAT IM G4 supports verifiable
processes that are PIN protected with userdefined IDs so that staff members can be required to
authorize a cycle. This encourages extra attention to process and creates a safer environment for
both staff and patients. COLLECT. An undocumented sterilization cycle might as well not have been
performed.
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